
SURF
Ride a crest of a wave



An inspiring design

The first impression is always important. SURF will definitely stand out from the crowd thanks to its 

main distinctive feature – an appealing backrest silhouette resembling a windsurfing sail. A unique 

shape combined with a palette of vivid colours will create a dynamic atmosphere, boost 

productivity and bring waves of fresh ideas to your office.



„Design combines simplicity, 

elegance, modernity and comfort.“ 

Justus Kolberg

The backrest and lumbar support of the SURF task chair were 

created by the German designer Justus Kolberg. Justus is 

known for creating products that are in balance with the human 

form and are able to provoke emotions. Having these aspects in 

mind - SURF is not an exception. This chair is a perfect blend of 

excellent design and undeniable sitting comfort. 

The designer has received numerous awards including the IF 

Hannover Design Award, the Red Dot Design Zentrum NRW, the 

IDEA Gold Award and the Japanese Good Design Award.





A UNIQUE
MESH 

FOR SURF



Create your desired atmosphere with a wide collection of colours



• Breathable material

• A special 3D structure

• Soft and light

• Wide colour palette

Mesh features





Adjust your comfort level 

Height adjustable lumbar 

support

2D or 3D armrests Synchro mechanism with 

backrest travel limitation or 

backrest locking

Up to 60 mm seat-depth

adjustment



A tension-free back



Multi-adjustable

armrests



Synchro mechanism with 

backrest locking

Synchro mechanism

with backrest travel limitation

Tilt tension adjustment

Backrest locks 

in 3 positions

Negative tilt

Height adjustment

 

   

Tilt tension adjustment

Backrest travel limited 

to 3 positions with back 

lock in the upright 

position

Height adjustment

   

 

 



Seat depth

adjustment for 

different user 

stature



Nothing
unnecessary

•Comes partially assembled

•Creates less waste 

• Saves time

•No special tools required



2D armrests

Polished 

aluminum 5-star 

base

Black plastic 

5-star base

3D armrests

White plastic 

5-star base

SURF 

CHAIRS

RANGE

-

Carpet floor
+

Hard floor

Synchro mechanism with 

backrest travel limitation

Synchro mechanism with

backrest locking

Backrest travel limited to 3 

positions with back lock in the 

upright position

Height adjustment

Tilt tension adjustment

Negative tilt

Seat depth adjustment

Available only with

Runner mesh:

-

-

-

Lumbar support

Backrest locked in 3

positions

White plastic 

back

Black plastic

back



SURF
Ride a crest of a wave


